BE RESPECTFUL RESILIENT SAFE PREPARED RESPONSIBLE
Curriculum Overview
Year 3, 4

Term 2, 2022
Hello Year 3/4 Families!
Welcome back! We hope your term break was restful and restorative. This term is a shorter 9
week term but will be full of LEARNING and FUN!
This term we have an excursion and the Grade 3’s will make their Reconciliation.
Melissa, Mel, Sophie and Dominic.
English
In English, the learning focus will be:
Reading and Viewing:
● Continuing with the four Reciprocal Reading comprehension strategies (The Fab Four)
● Student-led reciprocal reading discussions using texts based on students interests.
● Analysing and interpreting a variety of texts.
● Recognising and applying strategies related to their individual Reading learning goal.
Writing:
● Planning, composing and preparing a persuasive text.
● Evaluating and applying persuasive devices.
● Recognising and applying strategies related to their individual writing learning goal.
● Creating information texts that connect our learning from the Inquiry topic
Speaking and Listening:
● Asking and answering questions appropriate to reciprocal reading discussions.
● Justifying and elaborating on opinions in small peer groups.
● Presenting and responding to whole class presentations.
Mathematics
In Mathematics, the learning focus will be:
Number and Algebra:
● Fractions
● Multiplication & Division
● Financial Mathematics
Statistic and Probability:
● Data - Representation and Interpretation
Religion
In the unit ‘Forgiveness is a Gift’ students will reflect on the human experience of forgiving others
and being forgiven. The parables of the Prodigal Son and Zacchaeus, presenting God as loving
and forgiving, will be presented and explored. Students will explore the concept of reconciliation
and living together in peace. They will be introduced to the Sacrament of Penance, explore how
the Catholic community celebrates reconciliation with God and one another. Students will attend
an online meet with their family in preparation for the Sacrament of Penance. They will engage
with the community by attending weekday mass’ and through classroom visits from Fr James
and Br Tuong. At the conclusion of the unit the students will identify ways they can make positive
choices. They will learn about how God forgave St Paul and will celebrate St Paul's Feast Day.
Inquiry
In the unit, ‘Exceptional Environments and Ecosystems,’ Students will develop their
understanding of life cycles of living things. They will explore the interconnection of plants and
animals within their environment by investigating different ecosystems. Students will reflect on
the positive and negative impact that humans have on different environments, which in turn
affects different ecosystems. They will identify different animals' placement on the scale of
endangerment.
Students will be motivated to use their scientific knowledge to understand the effects of their
actions and to make increasingly environmentally-sustainable choices.
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Italian
In Italian, the learning focus will be:
● Engaging with a variety of simple texts
written in Italian, such as poems, short
stories and role plays with the purpose
of building students’ confidence in
reading and comprehending the Italian
language.
● Using key grammatical structures to
form simple sentences, including the use
of possessive pronouns, prepositions,
definite and indefinite articles, and
gender and singular/plural forms
● Using English/Italian dictionaries to
identify unfamiliar words and will create
a simple dictionary of their own to record
their linguistic discoveries.

Performing Arts
In Performing Arts, the learning focus will be:
● Creating their own shakers and exploring
different musical elements through
experiments/investigations.
● Describing and discussing similarities
and differences between music they
listen to, compose and perform.
● Exploring how they and others use the
elements of music to communicate
ideas and intentions in performance and
composition.
● Rehearsing and performing songs with
their instruments.

Physical Education
In Physical Education, the learning focus will
be: Lacrosse
Students will learn the basic skills of:
● picking up a ball from the ground with the
lacrosse stick;
● throwing to a partner or team mate with
the lacrosse stick;
● catching the ball with a lacrosse stick;
● running with the ball and cradling;
● shooting for a goal.

Visual Arts
In Visual Arts, the learning focus will be:
● exploring the art work of Vincent Van
Gogh , especially Starry Night;
● discussing the painting style of Van
Gogh, and the art principles and
elements of colour, line, texture, shape,
unity and balance found in his artwork;
● creating artwork inspired Vincent Van
Gogh.

Students will participate in small sided modified
games with a lacrosse focus to apply and
demonstrate their learning.

